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1

Executive Summary

The irradiation conditions of pressurized water reactors (PWR) and properties of reactor
pressure vessel (RPV) steels relevant for long term operation (LTO) are summarized. The
known data of the RPV steels and the maximum EOL fluence values provided the basic
information for the development of the test matrix used in LONGLIFE.
In total, the test matrix contained 15 different RPV steels (8 weld materials, and 7 base
materials) in various irradiation conditions which were systematically investigated in the
microstructural examination. The applied microstructural techniques are: atom probe
tomography (APT), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), small angle neutron scattering
(SANS), positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES).
Indications of late blooming effects (LBE) were found in some cases, but clear criteria for the
occurrence/exclusion in terms of irradiation conditions and chemical composition have still
to be developed. The commonly accepted trend, that low flux and low irradiation
temperature promotes LBE, is supported. A significant flux effect on the microstructure was
observed for Cu-bearing RPV steels. Except for low fluences, this microstructural changes do
not give rise to significant flux effects on the mechanical properties. Low-Cu RPV steels
irradiated at different fluxes up to the same fluence were not included in LONGLIFE
database. Such flux pairs have to be identified in the future in order to extend the
conclusions on flux effects. New insight into the effect of the composition of RPV steels, in
particular Mn, Ni, Si, Cr and P, on the microstructure was accumulated.
With respect to mechanical properties and testing, the focus was put on LTO relevant
issues, namely: (i) saturation of radiation embrittlement for high neutron fluences, (ii) late
blooming effects, (iii) change of master curve shape, (iv) flux effect, (v) non-hardening
embrittlement and intergranular fracture. A phosphorus effect on hardening was observed
in the low-Cu materials. The embrittlement and hardening curves do not show saturation at
high fluences. In real welds, the effect of the irradiation fluence can be obscured by the
inhomogeneity of the initial structure. Late blooming effects on mechanical properties were
found in two materials supported by LBE on the microstructure. Most of the materials did
not show an LBE (change of slope in the fluence dependence of hardening or
embrittlement).
Knowledge gaps in internationally-accepted procedures for assessing the effects of
irradiation embrittlement in RPV steels under LTO conditions have been identified. None of
the existing trend curve models describes the LONGLIFE database in its entirety
satisfactorily. Recommendations for addressing the issue of trend curve development have
been made. Guidelines for monitoring radiation embrittlement during life extension periods
were developed. These include for example: re-use of tested surveillance specimens, the use
of miniature specimens and the use of advanced fracture toughness approaches as well as
withdrawal schemes.
The international training course SOTERIA was held in Seville in 2012, jointly organised with
PERFORM60. The LONGLIFE Final Workshop was held in Dresden in January 2014. A double
objective was reached: to present and discuss the results of the LONGLIFE project and to
identify research needs beyond LONGLIFE. The co-operation with Russia was part of the
project. A coordination agreement was signed.
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2

Project context and objectives

Fast neutrons generated during nuclear fission interact with lattice atoms of materials used
in the fabrication of nuclear power reactors. This interaction leads to irradiation-induced
damage at the nano-structural level with consequential detrimental changes in macroscopic
mechanical properties, i.e. increases in yield stress and reductions in fracture toughness.
Ultimately, these changes affect the safe lifetime of critical structures, most notably the
reactor pressure vessels (RPV) which are fabricated from ferritic steels. The increasing age of
the fleet of European nuclear power plants and envisaged extensions of RPV lifetimes from
nominal design lifetimes of typically 40 years up to 80 years requires a robust and efficient
system of ageing management to retain confidence in component reliabilities. The accurate
prediction and management of RPV neutron irradiation embrittlement is a key component of
this. LONGLIFE has been initiated as the next step towards obtaining an improved
understanding of irradiation effects in RPV steels under conditions representative of long
term operation (LTO) of RPVs. Phenomena which might become important at high neutron
fluences, such as unanticipated precipitation (late-blooming effects) and flux effects, must
be considered in detail as part of the process of upgrading safety assessments and
embrittlement surveillance procedures to guarantee the safety of LTO of RPVs. The project is
generally aimed at:
• improving the knowledge on LTO phenomena which determine RPV safe lifetimes of
European light water reactors (LWRs);
• assessing the prediction tools, codes and standards applicable to the assessment of
RPV integrity for LTO; and
• developing surveillance guidelines for LTO of RPV base materials and welds.
In particular, the following questions have to be answered:
• High neutron fluence behaviour: Are current trend curves for hardening,
embrittlement and evolution of microstructure applicable for long irradiation times,
i.e. high fluences (> 5*1019 n/cm², E>1 MeV)?
• Late blooming effect (LBE): In low Cu and high Ni and/or Mn steels, irradiation-induced
clusters containing significant amounts of Ni and Mn are suspected to occur at high
fluences, i.e. when a threshold fluence is exceeded. There is evidence for LBEs from
thermodynamic calculations and from microstructural investigations. Are LBEs relevant
for assessments of RPV safety for LTO conditions?
• Flux effect: How does the neutron flux affect the microstructure and the resulting
hardening/embrittlement? Are the data obtained from specimens irradiated in
materials test reactors under accelerated conditions transferrable to RPV in-service
conditions?
• Parameters governing irradiation embrittlement: What are the main parameters
governing irradiation embrittlement i.e. the role of Cu, Ni, P, Mn, Si and irradiation
temperature for conditions of RPV LTO?
• Effect of LTO on the temperature dependent fracture toughness: Recent procedures
for RPV integrity assessment mostly rely on the fracture toughness Master Curve
approach. Is this concept applicable for high fluences?
LONGLIFE
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The work is organised in the following seven technical work packages:
• WP2 – LTO RPV conditions and available data for LWRs: The LTO irradiation
conditions of the different types LWR reactors are determined (in terms of EOL
fluences, neutron fluxes, irradiation temperatures and range of chemical compositions
of the materials). The existing irradiation embrittlement data relevant for LTO are
collected and missing microstructural and mechanical data for LTO are identified.
• WP3 – Microstructure: Microstructural data of highly irradiated RPV materials are
generated. The effect of Cu, P, Ni and Mn on the evolution of the microstructure under
irradiation is studied. The flux effect on the evolution of the microstructure is
investigated. The late blooming effect and the conditions of its appearance are
investigated by microstructural techniques. Correlations of microstructure and
mechanical properties are established.
• WP4 – Mechanical properties and testing: A database for LTO relevant fluences in
terms of hardness, tensile curves, DBTT shift and FT (T0) is created. Additional
mechanical tests are performed where necessary. Flux and saturation effects on
mechanical properties are investigated. The effect of Cu, P, Ni and Mn on the
mechanical properties under long term irradiation is studied.
• WP5 – Materials assessment and applications: A critical evaluation of internationallyaccepted procedures for predicting the effects of irradiation embrittlement on LWR
reactor pressure vessel steels is performed. Knowledge gaps are addressed. The
existing embrittlement and hardening trend curves are verified/extended for LTO.
• WP6 – Training and dissemination of results: A young scientists and early career
programme is established. The LONGLIFE symposium is prepared and executed. A
project website is developed and maintained. A strategy for the dissemination of the
project results is developed.
• WP7 – Surveillance guidelines: A review of the existing surveillance standards is
performed. The transferability of results from irradiation in high flux MTRs to LWR
conditions is investigated. The possibilities to extend standard RPV surveillance
programs towards LTO are evaluated. Surveillance guidelines for LTO will be proposed.
• WP8 – Cooperation with Russia: The activities related to LTO in Russia and the
European LONGLIFE projects are coordinated. A comparison of Russian and European
approaches for the treatment of LTO embrittlement effects in RPV safety assessment is
performed. Selected results of both projects are exchanged.
Work package 1 is dedicated to the project management. The project structure and the
interdependencies of the work packages are shown in the following scheme:
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3

Main scientific and technical results (foreground)

3.1 WP2: LTO RPV conditions and available data for LWRs
WP2 comprised the collection and analyses of the existing relevant information on LTO
conditions, and previously collected data to evaluate radiation embrittlement representative
of LTO of PWR reactor pressure vessels. A literature survey on the relevant phenomena
provided the starting points of the work performed in WP3, WP4 and WP5. Special attention
was put on the high fluence behavior, the flux effect, late blooming effects and nonhardening embrittlement. It included also a review on thermal ageing with special
consideration of the effect of Ni.
Within the WP2 the following documents were elaborated:
• D2.1. "Report on specific boundary conditions for long term operation beyond 80
years for EU NPP-s to define the application window"
• D2.2. "Survey on the chemical factors affecting long term ageing of RPV materials"
• D2.3. "Literature survey on the micro-mechanisms responsible for radiation
embrittlement
• D2.4. Review report on trend curves, flux effect, thermal ageing and late blooming,
including analyses of the different databases".
The first phase of the work was to collect the most important boundary conditions and the
open questions for a long term ageing study of RPV wall materials applied in Europe. The
collected information has been compared with the material selection in the LONGLIFE
project, to ensure that the project covers all of the main open issues of the RPV wall aging.
The following main conclusions were found:
1. Most of the nuclear power units operating in the European Union are PWRs (87 PWR,
20 WWER of which are Russian designed PWRs, and 15 BWR).
2. The highest EOL fluence is at the WWER-440 type reactors (beyond 80 years
operation it may reach 6*1024 n/m²). The EOL fluence of other PWRs is at least 4
times less (beyond 80 years operation it may reach 1.5*1024 n/m²).
3. Many surveillance programs have high lead factors in the range 5 … 19.
4. Two main types of steel are used in Europe: Ni-Mo-Cr (Mn-Ni-Mo) type and Cr-Mo-V
type (Cr-Mo-Ni-V). The nickel content can reach in some cases 2% and the
manganese content can exceed 1.5%.
The second phase of the work performed within the WP2 was to collect the existing
knowledge on the micro- and macro-structural effects of chemical composition on
irradiation embrittlement of reactor pressure vessel (RPV) materials and to identify the role
of residual and alloying elements. In the past, it was not possible to clearly identify the
irradiation induced changes in the microstructure. The progress made in microstructure
examination using techniques such as APT (atom probe tomography), SANS (small angle
neutron scattering), PAS (positron annihilation spectroscopy) TEM (transmission electron
microscopy), and MS (Mössbauer spectroscopy) made it possible to identify the irradiation
induced defects, consequently the effects of the alloying elements become more clear, and
synergetic effects are considered.
LONGLIFE
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The following statements summarize this study:
• Cu below 0.08 wt% appears to have no significant effect on irradiation embrittlement
(see Figure 1)
• P segregation on the grain boundary increases with fluence, but this increase is
limited in the low P steels. Presently no evidence is known of non-hardening
radiation embrittlement in the low P content RPV steels. Most of the P monolayer
occurs during the original post welding heat treatment.
• Ni has synergetic effect with Cu and Mn. If the Cu content is low, the effect of
Ni + Mn up to 1.2 wt% is small. If the Cu content is higher than 0.1 wt% the nickel
participates in the formation of Cu rich clusters during irradiation.
• “Late blooming“ effect is questionable. Some papers state its existence, (especially
tests performed at low temperature), other results show that the effect is not
significant beyond 265 °C. There are different opinions about the meaning of LBE,
e.g. the appearance of a new feature, an increase of slope, or similar.
• The models using chemical composition and fluence values as input for
embrittlement prediction do not replace the research and surveillance data, they are
valid only within certain boundary conditions. (See Figure 2 showing an example of
the comparison of different models)

Figure 1: Hardness changes as a function of copper content in steels irradiated at 288°C with fluence of
23
0.7*10 n/m² E>1 MeV. ◊=0.25%, Δ=0,55%, □=0.9% Ni content (Odette, Lucas, Radiation Effects And Defects
In Solids 144 (1998) 189-231)
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Figure 2: Comparison of different chemical formulae in the function of P content (K. Wilford)

The third phase of the work within the WP2 was to collect the existing knowledge on the
microstructure of the irradiated RPV materials to support the work of WP3. The following
topics have been discussed: irradiation damage on the atomic scale, overview of the
available microstructural testing techniques, microstructural features observed in irradiated
RPV steels, matrix damage and point defect clustering, solute redistribution, solute
clustering, segregation to grain boundaries, damaged microstructure at high fluences and
contribution to hardening, matrix damage, solute redistribution, flux effects on
microstructural development and hardening.
The fourth phase of the work performed within WP2 was to enhance the existing
background for solving the tasks in WP4 and WP5. Existing databases were analysed. Most of
the existing and accessible surveillance data belongs to low fluence values (except in the
case of the WWER-440 materials), consequently no trend curve can be validated for long
term (60-80 years) operation, see Figure 3 as an example.
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19

Figure 3: Accessible surveillance data on A508 forging are limited to fluence values below 5*10 n/cm², no
data available for fluences corresponding to long term operation

Studying the flux effect, microstructural studies reported considerable effect at very low
fluxes (107 n/cm²s) if the fluxes differed by at least one magnitude (see Figure 4). At
mechanical testing of RPV steels irradiated with different fluxes no significant change was
found except in the case of extreme chemical composition or sometimes (but not always) at
very high flux irradiations (> 1013 n/cm²s). An example is shown on Figure 5.

Figure 4: Effect of the dose rate on the vacancy concentration (K. Wilford)
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Figure 5: ΔT41J values for SAW with high nickel content from specimens irradiated in power reactor and test
reactor with different neutron flux (AREVA)

Irradiation embrittlement is the result of several different microstructural changes: stable
and unstable matrix damage, occurrence of precipitations and segregations, thermal ageing
and thermal annealing. These structural changes depend on several factors (e.g. chemical
compositions, temperature, spectra etc.) but one of the most important factors is time, since
most of them are diffusion processes. If the time is too short to finish the diffusion, than the
embrittlement will be different from longer time exposure, see Figure 6. As an engineering
solution, it was suggested, that the flux effect may be neglected in the lifetime and safety
calculations, if the following conditions are fulfilled: flux < 1013 n/cm2s, Cu<0.13 wt%,
tirr > 500 hour, Tirr > 270°C.

Figure 6: Explanation of the difference between short and long time irradiations (MTA EK)
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Sensitive microstructural methods sometimes can detect late blooming effects in low copper
RPV steels, however during mechanical testing this effect is often masked by the scatter of
the measured properties. According to the literature, late blooming doesn't cause significant
effect on the mechanical properties below the irradiation fluence 5*1019 n/cm² (E>1MeV).
The irradiation fluence of most European PWR RPVs remain below this value during 60 years
of operation or beyond. Surveillance results well beyond this fluence can show whether late
blooming has to be considered during lifetime analysis, or not.
Thermal ageing is usually caused at high operating temperature (over 350°C) in steels
containing high Cu and Ni content. In the operating conditions of the European PWR RPVs
significant changes caused by thermal ageing alone, as yet, have not been seen. The
surveillance results include thermal ageing if there are any effects, however, very long term
data (beyond 40 years operation) are still missing.

3.2 WP3: Microstructure
The assessment of neutron embrittlement of RPV for long term operation needs an as
complete as possible knowledge of the effect of neutron irradiation on the microstructure of
irradiated material in conditions as close as possible to the RPV wall. The main objectives of
this work package are:
• Generation of microstructural data of highly irradiated, representative or original,
RPV materials by appropriate combination of techniques
• Assessment of the effect of different variables on the irradiated microstructure,
mainly:
o Neutron fluence
o Neutron flux
o Residual and alloying elements
• To compare the microstructural data and macro-physical material properties to
underpin the most important influencing factors.
Different RPV weld and base materials, representative of both Western and WWER
operating reactors, irradiated at different fluences and neutron fluxes were selected and a
in-depth microstructural characterization was performed by combining different
microstructural techniques. Microstructural samples were manufactured and distributed.
The following techniques were applied:
• Atom probe tomography (APT) is the only technique capable of resolving the full
composition and morphology of nm- scale chemical heterogeneities
• Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) is distinguished due to the statistically reliable
size distributions of defect-solute clusters averaged over macroscopic volumes;
• TEM is capable of detecting and characterizing irradiation-induced dislocation loops;
EFTEM can provide information on solute and solute cluster redistribution and spatial
distribution of solutes and solute clusters.
• PAS is especially sensitive to vacancy clusters at sizes below the detection limits of
SANS and TEM
LONGLIFE
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• AES is optimized for solute enrichments at surfaces and is well suited to study grain
boundary segregation
• TEM on deformed samples provide direct links to the mechanical properties.
On the other hand, mechanical properties such as tensile, impact and in some cases fracture
toughness are available, or generated within WP4, in order to correlate the neutron induced
microstructural changes with hardening and embrittlement.
3.2.1 Effect of neutron dose:
Understanding of the effect of neutron dose on the development of the microstructure of
RPV steels is one of the key elements in the accurate estimation of the remaining lifetime of
the RPV. Indeed, solute (Cu, Mn, Ni, P, Si) clusters and precipitates are partly responsible for
irradiation embrittlement of RPV steels, and thus it is important to understand the evolution
of the size distribution, number density and volume fraction of these clusters at high
neutron dose. Evolution may saturate, increase at constant rate, or accelerate. Where
different behaviours are observed from one steel to another it is necessary to identify the
parameters responsible for these differences (steel chemical composition, irradiation
temperature, neutron flux…). The eventual appearance of new features (Late Blooming
Phase) not observed at lower doses is also important. In addition to chemical
heterogeneities, defect clusters (vacancy clusters, interstitial clusters and dislocation loops),
even if rarely observed in RPV steels, probably due to their small size, could also play a role
at higher dose.
Irradiation damage consists in a high number density of Mn, Ni, Si Cu, P rich clusters and
segregation of the same solutes along dislocation lines and dislocation loops, see Figure 7.
This evidence of clusters segregation on the loops is perfectly coherent with the fact that the
dilute solute clusters could be segregation on small point defect clusters or other sinks.

Small volume (55x55x95nm3) of EDF-2 (BM 16MND5) steel irradiated at 7 x
1019 n/cm2, showing solute clusters diluted in matrix and continuous
segregation along dislocation line. [B. Radiguet, CNRS]

APT filtered images showing continuous segregations of Si (mainly) Mn, Ni, Cu
and P at dislocation lines and dislocation loops of AEK-1 (BM 15Kh2MFA)
irradiated at 90 x 1019 n/cm2. . [B. Radiguet, CNRS]

Mn/Ni/Si/Cu clusters in ANP-6
(WM S3NiMo) irradiated to
5.22x1019 n/cm2. [J. Hyde, NNL]

Figure 7: APT results of different LONGLIFE materials [LONGLIFE deliverable D3.3]
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A relatively low number density of heterogeneously distributed visible dislocation loops
were also observed in highly irradiated materials. In some cases, these dislocation loops
were observed to decorate dislocation lines and to a lesser extend lath boundaries or grain
boundaries, see Figure 8. The presence of voids was detected for AEK-1 material irradiated
at very high doses (50 - 90⋅1019 n/cm²).

Dislocation loops formed in the EDF-2 material after
irradiation up to 5.3 1019 n/cm-2 (WBDF images). [E.
Meslin, CEA]

Over focus

Under focus

TEM BF image of the microstructure after neutron irradiation
AEK-1 (BM 15Kh2MFA) material up to 90.9x1019 n/cm2 [M.
Hernández, CIEMAT]

TEM images showing the presence of voids in AEK-1 material
after exposure up to 59.5x1019 n/cm2 [M. Hernández, CIEMAT]

Figure 8: TEM observations of high irradiated material [LONGLIFE deliverable D3.3]

For all investigated steels, the common trends are that the chemical composition of the
solute clusters seems to be independent of the dose whereas there is an increase of their
size (very slow growth) and their number density with increasing dose. There is no indication
for a saturation of the clustering process at high dose, or the existence of new mechanisms
of defect formation at high dose.
If the differences observed in the data, are not due to data scatter, two kinds of evolution of
microstructure with neutron dose can be distinguished:
For one group of materials, the evolution of the solute cluster number density can be fitted
with a power law with an exponent between 0.6 (in most of the cases) and 0.8 (ANP 6, high
Ni, high Cu), suggesting a continuous process since the beginning of irradiation. In the
second group of steels, a linear fit of the evolution of the solute cluster number density as a
function of dose gives a negative Y-interception. This suggests that the formation of clusters
accelerate at high dose (late blooming effect) or is delayed (incubation time). In all these
steels the Cu level is very low (< 0.04%). There is no general consensus on the interpretation
of this second kind of behaviour. One proposed interpretation is that the cluster formation is
delayed mainly because of the very low Cu content. However, the comparison of the volume
LONGLIFE
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fraction of clusters detected by SANS for 6 LONGLIFE materials with those for 3 RPV
materials generated in the framework of other projects (see Figure 9) shows that the
Rheinsberg-irradiations (marked RH, irradiation temperature 255°C) of FZD-1a, FZD-1b and
JFL exhibit a significant increase of slope. This increase of slope could be interpreted as a late
blooming effect.

Evolution of volume fraction of clusters detected by SANS with neutron fluence [F. Bergner, HZDR]

Figure 9: Apparent volume fraction of scattering features (non-magnetic scatterers features assumed)
plotted as a function of neutron fluence for low-Cu RPV steels. (a) FZD-1a, FZD-1b, JFL; (b) ANP-2, ANP-4,
EDF-2, EDF-3, REVE-16MND5, REVE-FeMnNi. Cu contents in wt.-% are indicated in parentheses [LONGLIFE
deliverable D3.9]

3.2.2 Effect of neutron flux
In order to obtain high fluence data representative of RPVs in LTO conditions but within
practicable time scales, it is necessary to use accelerated tests based on irradiations in
material test reactors (MTR). The corresponding neutron fluxes strongly exceed the range of
lead factors allowed in surveillance testing. This gives the issue of flux effects a new
significance. A direct approach to separate flux effects from fluence effects is to irradiate
pairs of samples of a material at different fluxes up to the same fluence. Unfortunately, only
two such pairs could be included in the set of LONGLIFE materials. It is, therefore, necessary
to take into account additional published data in order to get a more complete picture.
Conclusions about the effect of neutron irradiation on the size and concentration of vacancytype defects can be drawn from the PAS measurements performed for material ANP-5. This
material is a weld NiCrMo1 UP, 0.22%Cu, irradiated at 2 x 1019 n/cm² with two different
neutron fluxes 2.1 and 0.06 x 1012 n/cm²s. Positron lifetimes indicate formation of single
vacancies and clusters of up to 3 vacancies. In case of low flux, the intensity of defects is
much lower than that of the bulk. In this case, the defects are slightly bigger on average and
not so homogeneously distributed compared to the high flux sample of the same material. A
higher vacancy concentration is evident for the higher neutron flux compared with the lowLONGLIFE
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flux sample irradiated up to the same fluence. This finding is qualitatively consistent with a
simplified rate theory (RT) model.
The effect of flux on the distribution of dislocation loops was analyzed for the VVER-type
weld material VTT-1. Material VTT-1 is a VVER440-type 10KhMFT weld material that
originates from the surveillance program of the VVER-440 Loviisa NPP, irradiated at 4 x 1019
n/cm2 with two different neutron fluxes 0.28 and 1.6 n/cm2s. It was found that the
concentration of (TEM-) visible dislocation loops for the high-flux irradiation is smaller than
for the lower flux. However, loops of a size below the detection limit might cause a bias for
both the total concentration and the mean size of loops. Therefore, the observation of a
higher concentration of loops for the low-flux condition of VTT-1 can only be taken as a
rough indicator of a possible flux effect. On the other hand, similar trends have been found
for other pairs of samples, where one counterpart has been investigated in LONGLIFE (base
material EDF-1 and LONGLIFE weld material NRI-1) and results for the other counterpart was
reported in the literature.
The results obtained within the project for the high-Cu steels ANP-5 and VTT-1 follow the
general trend found in the literature for Cu-bearing RPV steels, that consists in an increase of
the number density and decrease of the size of the Cu-enriched solute clusters as the flux
increases. These trends are illustrated in Figure 10 (a) and (b) where data from lower-Cu
steels were obtained in a German national project using exactly the same approach used in
the LONGLIFE project.
(a)

(b)

Figure 10: SANS results: (a) Mean cluster radius as a function of neutron flux for pairs of samples irradiated
up to the same level of neutron fluence, (b) Number density of solute clusters as a function of neutron flux
for pairs of samples irradiated up to the same level of neutron fluence. Non-magnetic clusters assumed.
[LONGLIFE deliverable D3.4]

Although, a significant flux effect on the microstructure has been observed, more and
statistically more reliable microstructural data are needed, in particular for low-Cu RPV
steels irradiated up to high fluence. A two-feature dispersed barrier hardening model could
provide a promising approach to link flux effects on nano-features and mechanical
properties. Any model will need to explain why different microstructures do not manifest
themselves in (significantly) different mechanical properties.
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3.2.3 Effect of chemical composition
The effect of chemical composition, mainly Cu, P, Ni, Mn and Si, were studied within the
project by the comparison between materials where there are clear chemical differences.
As it was expected, higher Cu, Ni, Mn and Si contents increase the number density and
volume fraction of clusters induced during irradiation. APT detected 4 times more
irradiation-induced solute clusters in ANP-6, which has a significantly higher concentration of
Ni and relatively higher concentrations of Mn, Si and Cu, compared to ANP-2 (see Figure 11).

Figure 11: Correlation between volume fraction of clusters and fluence for ANP-2 and ANP-6. (Data label =
Flux or/& Temperature) [LONGLIFE D3.5]

The synergistic effects of Ni, Mn and Si for high Ni steels were also studied. ANP-6 with a
higher Mn content has a significantly higher number density and volume fraction of solute
clusters compared to NRI-1 which has a lower Mn content but a higher concentration of Si.
This observation is consistent with the analysis performed on 16MND5-type (EFD-2 & EDF-3)
and Kh2MF-type (AEK-1 & NRI-1) steels. Assuming that Cr has very little effect, it suggests
that the concentration of Mn is the stronger influencing factor that stimulates solute clusters
to nucleate and grow during neutron irradiation. This comparison also suggests that an
increase in Si content in steels with low Mn content will not encourage more solute clusters
to form during neutron irradiation in materials with the same Ni concentration.
Based on the definition of copper-rich clusters (CRPs) and manganese, nickel and silicon-rich
clusters (MNPs) suggested by Odette et. al., solute clusters detected in all the metals
analysed by APT in this project are MNP, apart from AEK-1 (Figure 12). It is difficult to classify
the type of clusters precipitated in AEK-1, since the mean chemical ratio of Cu and the
combination of Ni and Mn is 50:50.
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CRP
MNP

Figure 12: Ternary diagram of Cu, Ni and Mn that provides indication of the type of solute clusters detected
in all RPV steels, based on average chemical compositions detected using APT. [LONGLIFE deliverable D3.5]

An incubation period before irradiation-induced solute clusters are detected is observed in
some of these RPV steels, e.g. ANP-2, EDF-2 and NRI-1. Observations in these steels have
detected either no increase of number density and volume fraction of solute clusters during
the incubation period or no change of Charpy V-notch impact test transition temperature
shifts (T41J) or both. It is important to note that the volume fraction of solute clusters
detected in these alloys at higher fluences are comparable to those detected in RPV steels
with similar chemical composition at similar fluences. More research is needed over a wider
range of neutron fluence in order to study the effects of incubation period in low Cu steels.
3.2.4 Correlation with mechanical properties
Within LONGLIFE project an in-depth microstructure analysis of irradiated RPV materials
under relevant conditions for long term operation was performed. A mechanical properties
database of the same materials, from already existing data and tests performed within
LONGLIFE, is also available. This set of microstructural and mechanical data gives an
excellent opportunity to correlate the microstructural irradiation induced features with the
change in mechanical properties. The analysis of the correlation between microstructure
data and mechanical properties of irradiated LONGLIFE materials is included. Although some
data are missing and the full characterization of one material at different irradiation
conditions is not available, general trends can be seen and the effect of different parameters
as chemical composition, flux and fluence can be visualised.
Different hardening models were applied to neutron irradiation hardening of pressure vessel
steels. These include the Orowan model, the dispersed-barrier hardening model, the FriedelKroupa-Hirsch (FKH) model and the Russell-Brown model. These models establish different
equations that correlate the hardening due to dispersed obstacles with inter-particle spacing
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and/or volume fraction of particles. Depending on how inter-particle spacing is defined, the
formulation slightly varies, but in general a linear relationship is theoretically found between
hardening and the square root of volume fraction, or square root of number density of
particles times diameter. Both microstructural parameters are used to correlate
microstructure and mechanical properties. These parameters are quantified accurately for
APT and SANS examinations; however quantification of TEM data is more difficult for
different reasons, the most important being the non-homogeneity in the distribution of
dislocation loops or precipitates.
In Figure 13 the transition temperature shift, ΔT41J, versus square root of volume fraction,
SQR(Vf), is plotted for all the LONGLIFE materials. The linear fit and 95% tolerance bounds
correspond to the fit of the Japanese RPV steel from Soneda et al. (IAEA Technical Meeting,
Vienna, Nov 5-8, 2013). Most of the data follows the expected linear relationship, but some
materials, in particular AEK-1, show different behaviour. A positive intersection with the yaxis, that could mean a hardening component not associated with the features detected by
SANS or/and APT is observed for NRI-1 material. A positive intersection with the x-axis (or
negative intersection with the y-axis) is observed for FZD1a, FZD1b, EDF-2 and ANP-2
material. This suggests a delay in the formation of hardening irradiation features or,
alternatively, indicates the uncertainties associated with the various mechanical property
and microstructure measurements.

280

Lineal fit and 95% confident bands
from CRIEPI data [Soneda 2013]
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Figure 13: Relationship between the square root of volume fraction and the Charpy transition temperature
shift of LONGLIFE material compared to Japanese RPV surveillance steels [LONGLIFE deliverable D3.10]

For AEK-1 material the hardening effect due to the clusters observed by APT and SANS is not
able to explain the total embrittlement/hardening measured by mechanical properties.
A two-feature dispersed barrier model including loops detected by TEM and solute clusters
detected by SANS has been used to estimate the total irradiation hardening:
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{

∆σ = αMµb Nd

}

Dislocation Loops

Where:
α = Obstacle strength
N = Number density (m-3)
d = diameter (m)

{

+ αMµb Nd

}

SANS scatters

M = Taylor factor = 3.06
µ = Shear Modulus = 80000 MPa
b= Burgers vector = 0.248 10-9 m

The application of the two-feature dispersed-barrier hardening model for material AEK-1
indicates that the model parameters, α, can be fitted such as to describe the irradiation
behaviour correctly. However, these α-values deviate from literature data. This is expected
to be mainly due to the presence of nano-voids not considered in the two-feature model. A
three-feature model is clearly required, work on that is in progress.
The high shift of the 15Kh2MFA type AEK-1 steel is due to the high neutron exposure.
Compared with the Cr-Ni-Mo steels at the same fluence values, the AEK-1 samples show the
same or an even lower shift. Due to the low Ni-content of 0.07 wt%, the precipitates can be
assumed to be Cu-rich precipitates (CRPs). The Cu-content of AEK-1 is also not high, which
means that the formation of CRPs saturates at a relatively low fluence, contrary to the other
RPV steels, where precipitates continue to evolve. Due to the high fluence of AEK-1 and
probably aided by the low Ni-content, the not fully known effect of vanadium, dislocation
loops form and grow large. This gives rise of hardening and, explanation of the shift of the
transition temperature.
3.2.5 Scientific highlights and WP3 conclusions
The following scientific highlights are considered as the results of the WP3 tasks:
• Saturation: No saturation is observed on the formation of irradiation-induced
clusters. Dislocation loops do not show evolution between 50 and 90 x 1019 n/cm²
(AEK-1 material).
• Solute clusters chemical composition: Chemical composition of solute clusters are
very similar and largely independent of the bulk chemical composition, except for
AEK-1 material. Mn seems to be the stronger influencing factor that encourages
solute clusters to nucleate and grow, in accordance with predictions from recent
modelling activities.
• Matrix damage (dislocation loops) and solute clusters are interconnected: A
mechanism of induced segregation of solutes on point defect sinks could explain
most of the experimental observations.
• Voids are observed in a surveillance RPV steel irradiated at very high fluence.
• A flux effect on the microstructure is found, but effect of flux on the mechanical
properties is negligible. The database requires completion in particular for low-Cu
RPV steels irradiated up to high levels of fluence and flux effects on dislocation loops
also need additional attention.
• The existence of late blooming phases is a point of continuing discussion within the
project: For JPB/JPC steels the occurrence of acceleration of radiation hardening
appears to be dependent on irradiation temperature and/or neutron flux. None of
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the average chemical compositions detected match well with the G-phase
composition (LBP).
• Low Cu alloys show an incubation period in the formation of irradiation-induced
features. More research on this issue would be valuable, especially on how Cu is
involved at the initial stage of solute clustering.
• Correlation with mechanical properties: In general a clear relationship can be found
between microstructural parameters and mechanical properties. However, more
data are needed to reduce uncertainties. The role of initial microstructure on the
evolution of radiation-induced obstacles needs to be better understood and the
contribution to hardening from each type of defect should be identified by applying
hardening models.

3.3 WP4: Mechanical properties and testing
With respect to the mechanical properties of RPV steels, the following issues are relevant for
LTO:
• effect of saturation of radiation embrittlement for high neutron fluences,
• late blooming effects for materials/welds with high nickel content, synergistic effect
of Mn and Ni on radiation embrittlement,
• potential change in the shape of the Master Curve for high fluences,
• flux effect on radiation damage, i.e. limitation of data from experimental reactors to
power reactors, and
• potential effect of thermal ageing.
3.3.1 Effect of saturation
The available data indicate that there is no saturation of irradiation hardening and
embrittlement within the fluence range and irradiation variables relevant for RPV long–term
operation. However, the irradiation damage rate clearly depends on the Ni–content and
irradiation temperature. Examples for tensile properties are shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Yield strength vs. fluence dependency. Upper left: Western PWR base materials; upper right:
Western PWR weld materials; lower: WWER weld NRI-1

Similar results were obtained for irradiation embrittlement characterized by the shift of
transition temperature determined from Charpy impact tests – see Figure 15.
Unfortunately, results from testing fracture toughness of LWR RPV materials are not
sufficient to calculate any trend line for fluence dependence of reference temperature T0.
Nevertheless, individual data support the fact that there will be no saturation, at least for
the fluence range studied here. In the case of WWER RPV materials, trend curves
unambiguously supported the fact that there is no saturation effect, at least in the tested
fluence interval – see Figure 16.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 15: Shift of ductile to brittle transition temperature vs. fluence; left materials EDF-1,2, right: material
AEK-1

(a)

(b)

Figure 16: MC reference temperature vs. fluence; left Western weld materials, right: WWER-400 base
material AEK-1

3.3.2 Late blooming effects (Synergistic effect of Mn and Ni on radiation embrittlement)
D4.1 stated: “The available data indicate that there is no late blooming process that
accelerates irradiation damage after a fluence threshold. For several RPV materials
irradiated to high neutron fluence, irradiation damage increases monotonically with neutron
exposure. Although the presence of Mn is a precursor for matrix damage, its content does
not contribute to damage magnitude while Ni–content does.”
The IAEA reference RPV steels FZD-1a (JPB) and FZD-1b (JPC) irradiated in the WWER-2
Rheinsberg at an irradiation temperature of 255°C suggest a late blooming effect in the
fluence dependence of the hardness and tensile strength values. Note that the forged base
metal JFL (A508 cl.3), which has low P and Cu contents and irradiated under the same
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conditions, does not show the same behaviour as JPB and JPC. For JFL the increase of the
yield strength is linear between neutron fluences from 0.68 to 8.67·1019 n/cm² (E>1MeV).
In contrast, the BR2 irradiation at a higher temperature (290°C), and with an about one
order of magnitude higher neutron flux, results in a continuous increase of the hardness and
tensile strength values with increasing neutron dose. All other materials (VTT-1, EDF-3, ANP5, ANP-6, NRI-1, NRI-6 and AEK-1) do not exhibit any change in the damage rate, consistent
with the absence of a late blooming effect. The WWER-2 irradiation at 255°C of FZD-1a and
FZD-1b confirms the generally accepted understanding that LBP are promoted by low
irradiation temperature and/or low neutron flux. On the contrary, for the ANP-2 material,
irradiated at high flux and at a higher temperature (~285°C), a possible late irradiation effect
in T0 is indicated. However, all other available data up to 270°C do not support this
statement.
3.3.3 Shape of the Master Curve for high fluences
D4.1 stated: “The eventual change of the Master Curve shape after irradiation cannot be
investigated experimentally with small size samples because of the significant loss of
constraint they experience. Available data do support the uniqueness of the Master Curve
where the fracture toughness transition curve is determined by one single parameter, the
reference temperature, T0. The use of artificially-embrittled materials through appropriate
heat treatments is an alternative if properly done.”
As mentioned above, the investigation of a change of the Master Curve shape needs large
specimens to get reasonably high fracture toughness values which meet the validity criteria
of ASTM E1921. Such test results are not available. Therefore, the assessment of a possible
shape change due to neutron irradiation has predominantly been conducted on the basis of
test results on Charpy size SE(B) specimens. On the other hand the RPV integrity assessment
during a pressurized thermal shock transient requires cleavage fracture toughness values
below 100 MPa√m, because the stress intensity at a crack tip of a flaw in the RPV remains
below that value. This makes the temperature dependence issue mostly irrelevant for RPV
applications.
Similar to the MC concept the Unified Curve was proposed by Margolin as an engineering
solution of the Prometey probabilistic model. The Prometey model is able to describe a
possible shape change of the fracture toughness- temperature curve for highly embrittled
material. According to Margolin, the MC concept can be considered as a subcase of the
Unified Curve concept. This is not, however, a generally accepted interpretation. The general
Unified Curve KJC(T) dependence for any brittle fracture probability Pf and specimen
thickness B is calculated basically similarly to the MC concept.
Shape changes in the UC are accomplished by the hyperbolic tangent function, whose
influence is governed by the value of Ω. With increasing embrittlement, the value of Ω
decreases, which promotes the tanh term, thereby resulting in a shallower KJC(T) curve
compared with the MC. Ω itself is calculated iteratively from either the valid experimental
values of KJC(i) obtained at test temperatures Ti or, if censored according to ASTM E1921, its
KJc(limit) substitutes. Note that in both cases the data must be converted to B0=25 mm before
entry.
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Figure 17 shows the application of the MC and UC concept on the irradiated RPV weld
metals ANP-2, NRI-1, FZD-2 and of the highly embrittled IAEA reference RPV steel JRQ
irradiated at the WWER-2 reactor of the NPP Rheinsberg (Germany). For the highest
irradiated ANP-2 RPV weld metal a T0 of 30.1°C was evaluated according to ASTM E1921. The
UC evaluation gave a Ω factor of 283, which results in an UC-T0 of 30.5°C. Hence, the MC and
UC evaluation of that low embrittlement condition gives nearly the same T0 value. Also the
progression of the MC and UC do not differ remarkably. The UC evaluation of the WWER1000 weld metal NRI-1 irradiated on a neutron fluence of 9.47⋅1019 n/cm² (E > 1MeV) gave
an Ω factor of 164 and an UC-T0 of 63.5 °C, which is 3.5 K higher compared to the ASTM
E1921 evaluation. The shape of the UC starts to deviate from the MC shortly before the MCT0 and the difference between both curves increases with the temperature. That is also the
case for the highest embrittled condition of the WWER-440 weld metal FZD-2 which gave an
Ω factor of 73. Here the difference between the MC-T0 and the UC-T0 is about 14 K and the
fracture toughness curves evaluated with both approaches differ fundamentally.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 17: KJc(1T) vs. temperature, Master Curves and Unified Curves; (a) weld material ANP-2, (b) weld
material NRI-1, (c) weld material FZD-2, (d) IAEA reference RPV steel JRQ

Another example is depicted in Figure 17 (d). It shows the results of the MC and UC
evaluation of highly embrittled IAEA reference RPV steel JRQ irradiated at the WWER-2
reactor of the NPP Rheinsberg (Germany). The irradiation temperature and the neutron
fluence were 255°C and 9.8·1019 n/cm² (E>1MeV), respectively. The JRQ RPV steel exhibits
irradiation induced T0 shift of about 230 K due to its high susceptibility to neutron
embrittlement. The Ω value is as low as 47 which leads to a very shallow UC. The standard
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MC approach works exceptionally well for the JRQ RPV steel irradiated up to an accumulated
neutron fluence of 9.8·1019 n/cm² (E>1MeV). In contrast, the UC concept shows a significant
influence of irradiation on the fracture toughness curves.
3.3.4 Flux effect on radiation damage
The flux effect on mechanical properties remains an open question requiring systematic
experiments including various materials and fluence levels. The results investigated in the
project don't show a flux effect on mechanical properties. There are only few specimens
available, which were irradiated to comparable neutron fluences at different flux. Examples
are the ANP-5 and ANP-6 tensile data where flux differences of two orders of magnitude do
not show substantial differences in the tensile strength values.
3.3.5 Potential effect of thermal ageing
Thermal ageing data representative of 60–80 years of operation (range of 500000 h) are
clearly missing. The available data up to about 200000 h at ~300°C do not indicate additional
damage but extrapolation to much higher ageing times cannot be done without a dedicated
program including both accelerated data (higher temperatures) and long term exposure
using eventually decommissioned vessels. No additional thermally aged RPV steels were
investigated.

3.4 WP5: Materials assessment and applications
This Section summarises the work completed under Work Package 5 of the LONGLIFE
project. The objectives of WP5 ‘Materials assessment and applications’ are given in the
‘Description of Work’ for the LONGLIFE project and have been addressed in Deliverables
D5.1 to D5.4 and summarised in D5.5. The starting point of the studies has been a critical
review the procedures and practices that are commonly used to provide assurance in the
structural reliability of RPVs. Building on this has been work to identify knowledge gaps,
particularly as they relate to the assessment of materials degradation through life due to
irradiation. The current status of research work which should address some of these
deficiencies has been reviewed. Current embrittlement trend curve models have been
applied to the LONGLIFE database and conclusions drawn where possible. The use and status
of Reference Temperature concepts has been described and an analysis of a large database
has been used to support the Master Curve description of transition behaviour. Finally,
proposals for where harmonisation may be of benefit for addressing long term operation
issues and Generation III RPVs have been described.
3.4.1 Critical evaluation of internationally-accepted procedures for predicting the effects
of irradiation embrittlement on LWR reactor pressure vessel steels
In providing assurance of the safe operation of LWRs, methods are required for the
characterisation of the mechanical properties behaviour of the RPV steels and weld metals
throughout their operational lives. In particular, the characterisation of fracture toughness
behaviour is a crucial element required in the determination of safe operating limits and
vessel reliability.
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The methods used internationally for addressing the issues above have been reviewed,
including:
• US practice (10CFR50)
• French practice (RCCM)
• German practice (KTA-3203)
• Russian practice (PNAE-86), (Universal Curve)
• VERLIFE and IAEA PTS Guide
Methods for determining safe operating P-T parameters are universally based on fracture
mechanics. It is necessary to show that the applied stress intensity factor at a Reference
Flaw from pressure and thermal loading is less than the fracture toughness. Hence the main
aspects to be considered concern the defect sizes, loads and material fracture toughness.
Reference Flaws (essentially based on the US practice) are used and, generally speaking,
these are assumed to be surface breaking and of depth ¼ of the vessel wall thickness and 1.5
times the wall thickness in length. Respective national codes have some variations, but the
general position with respect to the necessity to adopt a conservative defect size is
universally accepted.
A safety factor of 2 is generally applied to the pressure induced primary stress intensity
factor, (the Russian approach applies a factor to the toughness curve and so does not apply a
factor to pressure induced load). No margin is applied to the thermally induced stress
intensity factor. Some variations are evident, as in the French RCCM procedures. Overall, it is
reasonable to conclude that the philosophy supporting the basic methods is universally
accepted.
Concerning fracture toughness, in broad terms, bounding curves to static or arrest test data
are used. In the US, there has been a move away from the use of the arrest (ASME KIa) curve
(ASME Code Case N-641) as this is now seen as too conservative. Russian codes use static
behaviour. French codes use either, depending on the details of the assessment. German
code uses an arrest curve similar to the ASME KIa curve. Clearly there is some disparity in the
bases for the types of curves that are used, although there is a trend, no doubt prompted by
a desire to open up the P-T envelope for older plant, to use the less conservative approach.
Pressurised Thermal Shock
International approaches to assure reliability in the face of pressurised thermal shock
conditions are less uniform. US practice uses a probabilistically based method that is
intended to maintain low probabilities of failure. The method places a limit on the level of
materials degradation that is allowed in the form of temperature screening criteria on RTNDT.
If countries are not following the US methods, then deterministic methods are generally
favoured (Russia, France, Germany, Japan). Because the accident scenarios are low
frequency, relaxation of safety margins and defects sizes are generally made.
Materials Characterisation - Reference Temperature issues
The fracture mechanics assessments described above require the fracture toughness to be
known. Through life properties have been derived by characterising the start of life
behaviour and then performing tests to give a measure of the through life deterioration in
properties as a result of irradiation. Historically, start of life toughness-temperature
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behaviour has been indexed relative to the Reference Nil Ductility Temperature (RTNDT) as in
the ASME KIa and KIC curves. The French and German codes also use RTNDT as a Reference
Temperature. The Russian code (PNAE) defines a ‘critical temperature of brittleness’ based
on Charpy criteria (which themselves depend on yield strength).
The development in recent years of the Master Curve technology coupled with more
extensive testing has shown that the shape of the ASME transition curve in the mid to upper
transition is too steep and that the toughness in the lower transition is too high (see Figure
18). The ASME curve is not derived on a statistical basis, but it has been shown by Wallin to
approximate to a safety level close to the 5% MC bound. A tolerance bound to a MC
description of transition regime toughness is identical for any material heat. However, since
it was drawn as a curve that bounded a population of tests on different heats, the ASME
curve used with RTNDT does not provide the same level of conservatism for individual heats.
These issues notwithstanding, the lack of archive material on which to derive start of life
properties using modern techniques, large historic databases, and limited scope for fracture
toughness testing of surveillance specimens means that these methods will remain of high
importance.
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Figure 18: Comparison of the 5% LB curve according to ASTM E1921 and the KIc curve as defined in ASME
Code Case N-629.

The technical acceptance of the Master Curve technology has led to ASME code cases (N-629
and N-631) that allow it to be exploited to some extent. These permit results from the MC
approach to be used to define the Reference Temperature RTT0 as a surrogate for RTNDT. RTT0
is given by T0 + 19.4oC. This RTT0 value is then used as the index into the ASME KIc curve.
Materials Characterisation – Assessment of Through Life Degradation
Historically, through life degradation in transition regime behaviour has been characterised
as a shift in the Reference Temperature. This has been taken to be equivalent to the shift,
∆T, in the Charpy transition curve determined at a defined absorbed energy level. Most
frequently the energy index is 41J (US, Germany) although 56 J is used in France and 47 J in
Russia. In these procedures there is a tacit assumption that the Charpy based temperature
shift, ∆T41, is mirrored by an equivalent shift in the fracture toughness transition curve.
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There is significant evidence in the literature to suggest that this is not always the case. In
performing assessments, regulatory requirements may stipulate the inclusion of a margin
term to account for experimental uncertainties in the determination of start of life
properties (σi) and through life shift (σ∆), such that an Adjusted Reference Temperature
(ART) is given by:
ART = Sol RTNDT + ∆T41 + Margin
The margin can depend on the product form and whether credible surveillance data are
available or not (in the latter case it is higher). In the US approach, the margin term is
defined at the 2σ level, i.e. Margin = 2.√( σi2 +σ∆2). This approach effectively gives an upper
bound estimate the ART, making it suitable for deterministic safety analyses.
Materials Characterisation – Embrittlement trend curve issues
The capability to model the progress of embrittlement is an important factor in establishing
confidence that materials behaviour is understood and predictable. Different nationalities
have developed embrittlement trend curves on the basis of the steels of interest to their
particular reactor fleets, and no doubt this has contributed to the difficulties seen in
applying trend curves across national boundaries.
Compared with initial models, in addition to dependencies on Cu, Ni and fluence, the latest
mechanistically based models may now include: temperature, P, Mn, flux, product form
terms and a Cu threshold term. Irradiation damage is modelled as resulting from
contributions from a matrix damage term and from a precipitation term. Generally models
have been developed on the basis of fluence levels defined for neutron energies >1MeV for
western reactors and 0.5 MeV for WWER reactors.
In practical terms, the impact on assessments of operational plant is not overwhelming
provided that these are based on interpolation between surveillance sets that cover the
fluence range. However, the realisation of detrimental flux effects and the desire to justify
long term operation, pose threats particularly where surveillance data is limited. Further
work is required in these areas.
3.4.2 Identification of knowledge gaps in internationally-accepted procedures for
assessing effects of irradiation embrittlement on LWR reactor pressure vessel steels
In this task, a more detailed review has been completed of the assumptions made in
assessing the effect of irradiation on materials behaviour and applying that in practice. A
total of 47 Knowledge Gaps in the following areas have been identified:








Irradiation and Ageing Shift Assumptions
Fracture Toughness Assumptions
Structural Integrity Assessment Assumptions
Surveillance Testing Assumptions
General Assumptions
Uncertainties and Margins
Embrittlement Trend Curves

For long term operation, the fundamental issue is that there are no data available that
match the end of life conditions to be found in an RPV wall. Thus it is necessary to
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extrapolate either high flux data to lower fluxes or low dose data to higher doses, since there
are no low dose rate, high dose data, rather than by interpolation which would be the
preferred method.
It is considered that improved accuracy of trend curves can be achieved through:
 Fitting to larger data sets with more representative LTO conditions,
 Development of more accurate property-property change correlations,
 Further development of multi-feature models,
 Increased usage of physics models; eg the CRIEPI CRP nucleation and growth model
and the RR/UCSB rate theory model for flux effects.
3.4.3 Action plan to address knowledge gaps
Deliverable 5.3 has addressed the following issues:
 Developments within PERFORM 60
 The application of current trend curves to the LONGLIFE database
 Evaluation of Reference Temperature issues
 Outstanding issues concerning LTO
Developments within PERFORM 60
The aim of PERFORM 60 is to develop physics-based modelling tools to give:
 predictive models for irradiation induced microstructure
 constitutive equations for mechanical behaviour
 physically based fracture models
Starting with neutron spectrum and flux, the production of point defects has been
addressed; this information has been used as the source term for Object Kinetic Monte Carlo
(OKMC) modelling of solute cluster development. It is anticipated that the development with
fluence of Cu-vacancy clusters will be computed.
Crystal plasticity constitutive laws, incorporating explicit modelling of the effects of thermal
activation on dislocation mobility and the interaction with irradiation defects (number
density from SANS), has allowed tensile behaviour to be predicted. For fracture prediction,
the established local approach models have been incorporated into the PERFORM platform.
A potential end use of the PERFORM 60 platform is to predict trend curves.
The application of current trend curves to the LONGLIFE database
The following embrittlement trend curves have been described and applied to the LONGLIFE
materials:
(i) US Regulatory Guide 1.99 Revision 2
(ii) French FIM version
(iii) ASTM E900-2
(iv) USNRC (10CFR50.61a) [EONY model]
(v) Russian Guide PNAE-G-7-002-86
(vi) Japanese Guide: JAEC-4201 version 2007 [CREIPI model]
Models to predict shift have developed essentially from relationships based on chemistry
factors multiplied by a power law on fluence [(i), (ii), (v)], to micromechanistically informed
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models which consider contributions from matrix damage and precipitation [(iii), (iv)] and
mechanistically informed rate theory models (vi).

20

-2

Figure 19: ETC predictions for the EONY and JAEC models across Cu-Ni compositions space for 1 x 10 cm in
o
80 years power operation at 288 C

As examples, temperature shift predictions are shown in Figure 19 for the Cu-Ni
compositional space covered originally by (i) are given for models (iv) and (vi) for
1 x 1020n/cm², which is a reasonable estimate of potential end of life fluences for western
PWRs to 80 years operation. This permits certain features of the more recent models to be
seen, which is informative in respect of their application to the LONGLIFE database. The
most obvious differences concern the predictions for low copper levels as nickel levels vary.
Figure 20 shows a summary of all the trend curves applied to the LONGLIFE materials. ETC
predictions of ∆T41 are compared with the experimentally derived shifts. It is apparent that
there is very large scatter around the 1:1 correlation line.
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Figure 20: Summary of analysis of all ETCs applied to LONGLIFE materials.

Improved validation of the shape of the Master Curve
A new assessment of the state of the validation of the Master Curve shape has been
provided by analysis of a large database collated by Rolls-Royce. This includes 8,184
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measured values of toughness indexed by T0. The vast majority of the data sets are for RPV
steels. There are 102 sets of irradiated tests with fluences up to 1.3×1020 n/cm².

Figure 21: Histogram of Data Point Counts by Probability Bound (For All Valid Toughness Measurements

Analysis has been done on data that gave valid T0 assessments over the temperature range
T0 ± 60°C (> 4000 data points). This has demonstrated that the number of data points in 1%
probability bands are consistent with MC expectations, as shown in Figure 21. Analysis of the
effects if irradiation on MC slope and intercept values, indicates no significant effects as
indicated in Figure 22 from the error distribution between measured and expected
toughness levels.
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Figure 22: Difference Between Measured and Calculated Toughness Plotted Against T0 in Irradiated Tests.

3.4.4 Towards harmonisation of European procedures for assessing long-term effects of
irradiation embrittlement on LWR RPV steel
Deliverable 5.4 considers which aspects of the potential approaches for assessing irradiation
effects produced by long term operation could be harmonised. However, the historical
legacy of past practice, procedure developments and variations in national regulatory
requirements makes harmonisation challenging. The issues for embrittlement trend curves
and surveillance programs are summarised below.
Embrittlement trend curves
Ideally, it would be desirable to be able to recommend a common embrittlement trend
curve. However, for example, the limitations in materials compositional ranges that have
been used in different regions have led to the development of a range of trend curves that
cannot be fully rationalised. However, harmonisation in the method for selecting an
appropriate trend curve can be developed and a potential approach is summarised in Figure
23.
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Figure 23: Harmonized procedure for trend curve selection.

Surveillance programs
Historically, there has been inconsistency in the design of the surveillance programs with
differences in the number of capsules, location in the RPV and in other parameters relevant
to the assessment of irradiation damage. However, the basic concept of including impact
specimens, tensile specimens, neutron detectors and temperature monitors has been
consistent across the civil reactor industry worldwide.
The recommendations for surveillance programmes are summarised below:
• Individual surveillance programs are needed for each RPV, but a Coordinated
European Surveillance Programme to generate surveillance data at high neutron
fluence is desirable.
•

Summarize surveillance data from the same manufacturer in order to increase
database information and improve trend curve development.

•

Irradiate material to fluences that correspond to and exceed the projected life-time

•

Extend the use of reference steels (e.g. JRQ) in surveillance programs for quality
assurance purposes.
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•

Compliment the usual mechanical testing of surveillance specimens with
microstructural analyses.

•

Monitor neutron fluence during life extension using ex-vessel dosimetry

•

When possible, lead factors for in-vessel capsules should be within the range 1.5 – 5.

•

Withdrawal schedule of surveillance capsules for life extension should be in
accordance with Table 1 of LONGLIFE D7.5 Guidelines

•

Withdrawn and tested samples and untested capsules should be placed in storage to
support future reconstitution and reinsertion if needed.

•

Collect as much data as possible during testing.

3.4.5 Conclusions
From the work completed under WP5 the following conclusions have been drawn:
− Comparison of international procedures and practices for setting safe operational
limits, and undertaking structural integrity assessments on LWR pressure vessels,
whilst containing variations, have significant commonalities of approach. The
procedures reflect the historical development of fracture safe design codes, and
whilst clearly having deficiencies, these have served the aim of safe nuclear
operation well. Given the legacy element involved in these procedures, it would
probably be of nugatory value to attempt harmonisation of these, but harmonisation
around new technology would be a useful goal.
− The development of improved fracture mechanics testing and analysis offers the
potential to exploit the more rigorous understanding of the transition regime
behaviour now available. This could circumvent the need to concatenate Reference
Temperature toughness curves for start of life properties with through life shift
measured by surrogate testing on Charpy specimens.
− There is an incentive to exploit this technology for Generation III reactors and in the
assessment of long term operation if appropriate surveillance samples can be
introduced and tested.
− On knowledge gaps, the current level of understanding and available data means that
predicted changes in properties during service are based on simple predictive models
which rely on a large number of assumptions. These assumptions concern an
incomplete understanding of the physics of irradiation damage and fracture
mechanics.
− Concerning long term operation, the issues are magnified because of the necessity to
extrapolate either high flux data to lower flux conditions or low dose data to higher
doses.
− The assumptions included in predictions of end of life properties causes uncertainties
in their values, which are not systematically accounted for in regulatory codes.
− Research work undertaken in the PERFORM 60 project is providing valuable insights
into the physical process in the development of irradiation induced microstructure,
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constitutive equations for mechanical behaviour and physically based fracture
models.
− The application of a series of embrittlement trend curves to the LONGLIFE database
has demonstrated that these can often provide disparate predictions of behaviour.
− Analysis of high nickel (~1.6wt%) welds with copper contents close to the threshold
levels (0.072wt%) or below, shows models have a tendency to significantly underpredict the shift, the CREIPI model is the most successful for those materials. These
results indicate the need to examine the Cu threshold assumptions in high nickel
materials.
− The relationship between Master Curve and ASME code based Reference
Temperatures has been reviewed.
− The potential for grain boundary fracture to invalidate the Master Curve approach
has been recognised and it is recommended that the Unified Curve method can
provide a suitable alternative.
− An analysis, using the Master Curve approach, of a large database of fracture
toughness test data for unirradiated and irradiated RPV steels and welds has shown
that the model very satisfactorily represents the data. Limited tests on the
temperature dependence as a function of irradiation shift indicate no obvious
reduction in the steepness of the transition curve with increasing shift.
− Concerning harmonisation, the historical legacy of past practice, procedure
developments and variations in national regulatory requirements makes
harmonisation challenging.
− Proposals have been made with regard to selection of trend curves and for enhancing
surveillance programs and mechanical testing.

3.5 WP6: Training and dissemination of results
Work package 6 is dedicated to the dissemination of the project results and the training of
professionals and young researchers in the field of RPV integrity under LTO. The work
package was based on the following tasks:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preparatory works for the workshop and training course
Execution of the international training course
Review and assessment of the training course results
Exploitation of results. Developing a project website
Elaboration of a handbook for training and education
Organisation of a students and early career programme

The international training course SOTERIA was held in Seville, from September 17 to 21,
2012. Its main aim was to train early career researchers and engineers on subjects of
relevance for both the operation of existing nuclear power plants and the implementation of
the next generation reactors, although in fact it was open to specialists of all ages.
The training programme covered five days, equally distributed among two sections: RPV and
internals. It comprised seven sessions, each composed of several lectures, as well as two
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interactive sessions. The interactive sessions were based on the use of the tools developed
in PERFORM60 for the simulation and prediction of radiation effects in steels. Some of the
lectures of SOTERIA were filmed as a contribution to the European Commission Joint
Research Centre’s nuclear knowledge management programme Capture.
The training symposium hosted 122 participants, including 83 students, 32 lecturers and
several organisers. Each participant received a memory stick containing the training
material, specifically the extended abstracts prepared by the authors of the lectures and the
presentations, those corresponding to the lectures and those used during the interactive
sessions. At the end of the course, training certificates were provided to the students
attending SOTERIA.
Due to SOTERIA, numerous key experts in the field of radiation embrittlement were
gathered in Seville, resulting in an exceptional opportunity for organising several meetings in
parallel with the training course. Specifically, a workshop on “hot issues” in radiation
embrittlement during the afternoon of September 17, a LONGLIFE meeting involving work
packages 2, 7 and 8 during the afternoon of September 18 and a PERFORM60 meeting
during the afternoon of September 18 and the morning of September 19.
At the end of SOTERIA, a questionnaire was distributed in order to allow an evaluation of
whether or not, and up to what extent, the training course succeeded in reaching its
objectives and meeting the expectations of the participants. Space for comments was also
given. 81 questionnaires were filled in and returned, i.e. all students but two expressed their
opinion, thereby making the survey fully representative.
A handbook for training and education was elaborated. This handbook is based on the
lectures of SOTERIA and was provided to the participants of the training course. It contains
the extended abstracts prepared by the authors of the lectures.
The LONGLIFE Final Workshop on “RPV steel embrittlement under long term operation
conditions” was held on 15-16 January 2014 in Dresden. A double objective was pursued: to
present and discuss the results of the LONGLIFE project and to identify research needs
beyond LONGLIFE. The workshop featured 6 technical sessions on microstructure,
mechanical properties, materials assessment and surveillance guidelines and actions beyond
LONGLIFE. The 2-day programme comprised 21 technical presentations and a poster session
where 11 posters were exhibited. 65 participants from 16 different countries attended the
workshop. Most of them came from EU countries, but there were also attendees from USA,
Argentina, Russia, Switzerland and Ukraine. The workshop proceedings, including extended
abstracts, presentations and posters, were distributed in electronic format to the
participants of the workshop and then published on the LONGLIFE website with free access.
The LONGLIFE website is hosted by Tecnatom and has been available to the consortium
since July 2010. Tecnatom was responsible for its maintenance and its dissemination during
the duration of the project. The main objective of the website is to spread the acquired
knowledge and main results among the consortium partners, as well as to disseminate
knowledge and information beyond the nuclear research community and towards the public
as a whole.
The main capabilities of the LONGLIFE website are the following:
• Common information point for all the LONGLIFE partners
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• Simple exchange of data (technical and administrative documents, issues to discuss,
or terminology to spread among the partners)
• Simple way to archive and distribute information
• Simple search within the information on the website
• Contribution to knowledge management labours
The webpages of SOTERIA and the Final Workshop were incorporated to the website during
the preparatory works for these events and were particularly useful to manage the
registration, upload practical information for the participants and publish the technical
programmes as well as instructions for the submission of papers. Throughout the LONGLIFE
project the website has been regularly updated and extensively visited, hence milestone
MS35 has been fulfilled. Despite some tools (e.g. the Forum or the Wiki) being underused,
the website has been described by the project partners as an effective mean for information
storage and exchange.
A students and early career programme was part of WP6. In the framework of this
programme, students and early career scientists can apply for grants to support short visits
to LONGLIFE partner institutions and special seminars, courses or meetings. 21 grants were
awarded to participate in 5 different events:
• CAPTURE Tutorial and IAEA Technical Meeting, Znojmo, October 2010
• PAMELA Workshop on predictability of long term ageing mechanisms of reactor
components based on modeling and laboratory experiments, Mol, September 2011
• 3rd School on Atom Probe Tomography, Rouen, October 2011
• SOTERIA Training Symposium, Seville, September 2012
• IGRDM-17: 17th Meeting of the International Group on Radiation Damage
Mechanisms (IGRDM), Embiez Island, May 2013

3.6 WP7: Surveillance guidelines
The objective of WP7 “Surveillance Guidelines” was to support the potential end user
(utilities, nuclear power plants, research institutes and other) in selecting the appropriate
strategy and technical approaches for RPV irradiation surveillance for LTO. In this way WP7
contributes essentially to reliable monitoring of long-term irradiation effects in RPV during
operation and support European efforts towards harmonisation of European procedures for
RPV surveillance and safety assessment in the light of LTO.
3.6.1 Review of surveillance standards and procedures
Existing safety standards and procedures and associated trend curves which are applied in
countries of the European Union (Czech Republic, France, Germany, Spain, Sweden, United
Kingdom, Belgium, Hungary), in Russia and in the United States for monitoring RPV
irradiation effects were reviewed in terms of applicability for long operation times up to 80
years. The aim was to define a starting point and to identify gaps for monitoring long-term
irradiation effects in LWR RPV steels. The LONGLIFE deliverable 7.1 ”Safety standards and
procedures for monitoring long-term irradiation effects” contains the detailed results.
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Moreover, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) carries out a set of activities in the
field of NPP life management and decommissioning, such as the Technical Working Group on
Life Management of Nuclear Power Plants (TWG-LMNPP). Irradiation embrittlement of RPV
steels has been a subject of significant international research supported by the IAEA. During
the past 35 years, 10 Co-ordinated Research Projects CRP on reactor pressure vessel
materials behaviour under neutron irradiation were carried out by the IAEA within the scope
of the TWG activities. Moreover, a number of IAEA reports/guidelines (TECDOC, TRS) were
produced on irradiation embrittlement. In the IAEA Nuclear Energy Series NP-T-3.11
“Integrity of RPV in NPPs: Assessment of irradiation Embrittlement effect in RPV steels” the
current status (year 2009 at that time) and significant issues, which are relevant for long
term operation are discussed: material variability and surrogate materials, high fluence, long
irradiation time and flux effects, Master Curve fracture toughness, RPV attenuation, highnickel welds, modelling and micro-structural analysis, pre-cracked Charpy and smaller
specimens, annealing and re-irradiation, database development, NDE characterization of
irradiated steels
The main conclusions with regard to monitoring long term irradiation effects are:
• Many standards and procedures (e.g. ASTM, US NRC Reg.-Guides, KTA, RSEM,
VERLIFE) contain requirements for LTO monitoring of irradiation effects (see Table 1).
• Extended surveillance programs are a promising measure if standard programs are
exhausted. Standby capsules can be used for LTO conditions if appropriate.
• A high number of surveillance capsules are advantageous for LTO if a high RPV
neutron fluence beyond 5×1019 cm-2 (E > 1 MeV) is expected for EOL. 6 to 8 capsules
are often used already in standard programmes if high RPV fluences are expected,
whereas only 2 capsules (e.g. in Germany) are required if low RPV fluences are
expected for EOL.
• Fracture toughness specimens shall be considered (either in new capsules or by
reconstitution from tested irradiated specimens) adequately for reasons of
application of the Master Curve approach.
• A 10 years licensing period may correspond to the fluence level of surveillance data,
.i.e. each 10 years.
• Ex-vessel dosimetry may support reliable RPV fluence determination.
• Cu, Ni, P and Mn have to be considered as an important influencing factor for LTO
monitoring of irradiation effects.
• Thermal aging may be monitored by dedicated capsules for better understanding of
different aging mechanisms under LTO conditions.
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Table 1: Suggested withdrawal schedule of irradiation sets according to ASTM E185-10

Sequence

Target Fluence

Notes

First

1⁄4 EOL ID

Testing required

Second

1⁄2 EOL ID

Testing required if projected ∆RTNDT> 111°C

Third

3⁄4 EOL ID

Testing required

Fourth

EOL ID

Testing required

Standby

< 2 EOL ID

Testing not required

3.6.2 Reuse of tested irradiated surveillance specimens
A well-known approach of using more effectively the diminishing surveillance materials is to
prepare new specimens from tested ones or sub-size blanks by reconstitution. This
technique applied together with small specimen testing enables at its best the utilization of
almost all of the applicable, that is un-deformed, surveillance material. Using advanced
welding techniques like the Electron Beam Welding (EBW) or Laser Welding (LW) even 10
mm insert length has proven to be sufficient to reconstitute a Charpy size specimen without
detrimental temperature increase and subsequent recovery of irradiation defects during the
welding process. A brief history and a detailed state-of–the–art review on both the small
specimen testing and the reconstitution techniques (cf. Figure 24), including some new
verification data on EB welding was given in LONGLIFE deliverable 7.2 ”Reuse of tested
irradiated surveillance specimens” with two main conclusions:
• The small specimen and reconstitution techniques are both well-established methods
for RPV surveillance programs. Since the RESQUE project there has been no
systematic study on reconstitution methods and the critical parameters affecting the
weld quality and heat input. Standard ASTM E1253 provides general guidance for
application of the reconstitution methodology for surveillance purposes, but
normally there is also a need for a case-specific qualification of the applied method.
• Application of sub-size and miniature 3(PB) specimens and reconstitution make
possible very effective use of test materials. The test and analysis methods to
estimate a valid T0 value from miniature test data have to a certain extent been
verified, but so far there is no guide or standard specific to such very small
specimens. The ASTM E1921 standard is generally applicable also for miniature
specimens, but there are aspects which should be considered specifically with very
small specimens like the 5×5 or 3×4 mm bend specimens. The same applies to
reconstitution of these specimens, since the present standard on reconstitution
welding does not cover specimens smaller than the normal Charpy size.
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Figure 24: Heat-affected zone (HAZ) resulting from the reconstruction process of CT specimen

Moreover, required measures for enhancing the effective reuse of tested specimens have
been suggested:
• Further definition of relevant weld parameters, optimum welding sequence etc. in
reconstitution welding specific to the welding method, especially needs for the EB
and laser welding procedures
• Guidance for fracture toughness testing with miniature specimens
• Guidance for reconstitution of miniature specimens
3.6.3 Transferability of test reactor results to LWR conditions
One complementary way to study the irradiation effects on a RPV material is to irradiate it in
a Material Test Reactor (MTR). The neutron flux in a MTR is essentially higher than in the
reactor of a NPP. By studying the differences in the results from both surveillance and MTR
irradiations it is possible to draw conclusions how well the data represents the RPV wall
condition.
The evaluation of the transferability of results from irradiation in high flux material test
reactors to power reactors of LWR type was done by a review of experiences and irradiation
data from three European MTR: the Osiris reactor and IRMA rigs (France), the BR2/Callisto
loop (Belgium), and LVR-15 (Czech) and is subject of LONGLIFE Deliverable 7.3
“Transferability of test reactor results to LWR conditions
It is not only the neutron flux that differs between the two irradiation methods, also the
temperature; spectrum (see Figure 25) and operating conditions might differ. Therefore, it
can be difficult to separate the contribution of the neutron flux on the test results. By using
dpa to measure the dose, the effect of the spectrum may be minimized, but also the
temperature should be held within ± 5 °C of that of the NPP RPV wall.
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Figure 25: Neutron flux distribution in the BR2 – Callisto loop in comparison to a typical PWR spectrum

To study the differences both micro-structural data and data from mechanical testing of
material have been investigated with following results:
• Micro-structural data show an effect on the size and number of the stable matrix
defects and on the copper precipitates, with higher neutron flux they are smaller but
their number density is higher. This has been shown in data where the neutron flux is
in the range 1015 to 1016 m-2s-1. For instable matrix defects, they have been detected
with fluxes higher than 1016 m-²s-1. The Late Blooming Phases has not been studied in
MTR-conditions since they are believed to need a long incubation time.
• There are mechanical data that show a moderate effect of about 10 °C on materials
with a low copper content. Other analyses show no effect at all. This indicates that
the flux effect is not readily measurable in the mechanical data. Probably due to that
the effect is hidden in the scatter from the measurement method and uncertainty in
the fluence calculations.
• For WWER 1000 weld materials, a threshold of 1.9% for the sum of Mn and Ni
contents has to be exceeded for obtaining significant flux effects.
The conclusion is that data from a MTR irradiation might be used to analyse RPV materials if
the neutron flux are kept at a reasonably low level to avoid unstable matrix damage and if
the other conditions are kept within the same range as those of the NPP RPV. Another
crucial conclusion is that it is better to use MTR-data to a high fluence in order to extend the
surveillance data than to extrapolate data from the surveillance program when extending
the NPP lifetime to an LTO condition.
3.6.4 Mitigation measures against irradiation embrittlement
Specific mitigation measures against neutron embrittlement such as flux reduction measures
and annealing (Figure 26) have been summarized in LONGLIFE Deliverable 7.4 ”Mitigation
measures against irradiation embrittlement”.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 26: Schemes of a) shielding fuel assemblies, b) SKODA RPV annealing device and embrittlement of
sequentially irradiated and annealed materials

With respect to shielding two different methods were identified:
• Low leakage loading patterns: Highly burnt out fuel is placed in the core periphery.
These fuel assemblies have a lower neutron flux due to their lower power
distribution, that is, they will emit a lower neutron flux toward the RPV wall than a
fresh fuel assembly. The spectrum outwards from these low leakage cores has to be
evaluated in order to determine how large the reduction in fast neutron fluence
really is.
• Shielding fuel assemblies: These are specially designed fuel assemblies which shields
the fast neutron flux towards the RPV wall.
These two measures are used on a majority of the RPVs in Europe. For low leakage loading
patterns the purpose is to reduce the leakage of thermal neutrons in order to optimize the
fuel economy. The purpose of the shielding assemblies is to reduce the fast neutron flux to
the RPV and due to that reduction the remaining life time of the RPV is increased. It is of outmost importance to have an early implementation in order to make the shielding efficient.
The shielding fuel assemblies can also be divided into two sub-categories:
• Partially shielding fuel assemblies: These can be specially designed and contain both
Uranium and shielding fuel pins, either as homogenous steel rod or rods that
contains a neutron absorbing element. A special design can also be made to shield a
specific part of the RPV, for example a circumferential weld.
• Dummy elements: These are made of homogenous stainless steel rods and placed
towards the most critical part of the RPV wall. Dummy elements reduce the active
core and a global power down-rate might be necessary.
The only mitigating method that has been applied to NPP RPV itself is recovery annealing.
Historically, two different approaches have been applied.
• Wet annealing: This is done at around 340 °C. The recovery is not complete and
usually a maximum of 50 % can be reached.
• Dry annealing: This is done at around 450 °C and gives a larger recovery than the wet
annealing.
Dry annealing has been performed on a number of WWER-440 RPVs with an electric furnace
methodology. This method has the advantage that it can be performed on only a specific
part of the RPV, for example a circumferential weld. In the beginning the annealing was
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performed at 450 °C for 168 hours (a week) but later on at 475 °C for 100 hours. Material
testing performed both before and after annealing show that the recovery is good and
testing after re-irradiation of material show that the irradiation behaviour has not changed.
Both the shielding and recovery measures have been applied are appropriate measures. The
recovery annealing is the only method which can, partially or fully, reverse the irradiation
conditions of the RPV. The choice of low leakage core patterns should always be applied due
to both economic and ALARA reasons. It is important to have an early implementation in
order to make the shielding efficient. Re-embrittlement rates after annealing and further
irradiation has to be monitored using dedicated surveillance programs.
3.6.5 Extension of RPV irradiation surveillance programs
The possibilities to extend standard RPV surveillance programs towards long term operation
beyond design life (up to 80 years), e.g. by irradiation in test reactors or re-irradiation using
reconstituted specimens have been assessed. For the extension of any surveillance program
for LTO several different approaches can be used: an enhanced surveillance strategy, an
extension of a standard surveillance program, an integrated surveillance program, or a
coordinated surveillance program as described in LONGLIFE Deliverable 7.5 “Guidelines for
Monitoring Radiation Embrittlement During Life Extension Periods”.
Enhanced surveillance strategy
The enhanced surveillance approach consists of using the instrumented Charpy impact tests
to develop the so-called load diagram that incorporates tensile as well as Charpy impact data
in a consistent diagram. Moreover, fracture toughness tests can be performed on
reconstituted specimens to determine the transition temperature, T0. Finally, the hardening
model allows verifying that the experimentally measured surveillance data are well within
the predicted trend curves. All this additional information contributes significantly in
enhancing the reliability of the RPV integrity assessment, and this is essential in the
perspective of long term operation
Extension of a standard surveillance program
The standard RPV surveillance programmes are designed to cover the design life, for
Western reactors usually a period of 40 years. Nevertheless frequently they have the
potential to cover a larger period. Several options should be evaluated by the plant
managers to use the available surveillance capsules for life extension:
• Testing a different capsule (with a higher lead factor) than originally planned.
• Irradiate the standby capsules, if available, in positions with a higher lead factor.
• Retain surveillance capsules in vessel for longer period of time, then increasing the
neutron fluence accumulated by the capsule.
• Move the surveillance capsule to a higher lead factor position in the vessel. For
example, to empty position of previous removed and tested surveillance capsule.
• Reinsert previously removed capsule for additional irradiation (using specimen
reconstitution if needed).
• Manufacture new capsules if archive materials are available
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• Manufacture so called surrogate material, that is material manufactured under the
same conditions and according to the same specifications as the original RPV
materials. After verification of the surrogate material properties, this material can be
included in new surveillance capsules.
Integrated surveillance program
In an Integrated Surveillance Programme (ISP) the representative materials chosen for
surveillance for a reactor are irradiated in one or more other reactors that have similar
design and operating features. The integrated surveillance programme may be very useful
for reactors having less than 1 or very high lead factors, or for the purpose to ascertain the
existing database. The BWR Integrated Surveillance Programme in US and the Integrated
Surveillance Specimen Programme for WWER-1000/V-320 RPVs are two outstanding
examples. In Europe, the irradiation programmes for Western LWR carried out in the Halden
reactor in Norway are also well known.
The ISP is intended to substitute the existing plant surveillance capsule programmes with
representative weld and base materials data obtained from irradiations in host reactors. A
representative material is a base or weld material that is selected from among all the
existing plant surveillance programmes to represent the corresponding limiting plate or weld
material in a plant. The choice of a representative material considers chemistry (%Cu, %P
and %Ni), heat number, fabricator, and welding process as it represents the plants’ limiting
materials. The best representative material is a material that has the following three
qualities:
• a good or excellent chemistry match,
• the same welding process (if a weld) and fabricator, and
• results in optimal consolidation of the test matrix (i.e., a candidate is better if it is
capable of representing a number of plants rather than just one plant).
Even with materials from the same manufacturer, it is prudent to check that all the
manufacturing processes are the same.
Minimum requirements and recommendations for implementation and using of an ISP are
given in Appendix H of 10CFR50. For life extension in particular, Section XI.M31 of the GALL
report recommends that integrated surveillance programmes have at least one capsule with
a projected neutron fluence equal to or exceeding the 60-year peak reactor vessel wall.
Coordinated surveillance program
A Coordinated Reactor Vessel Surveillance Programme (CRVSP) can be used to obtain vessel
embrittlement data with high fluence and long irradiation times. In a CRVSP several plants
work together to optimize their specific surveillance programmes to support life extension
to 60 or 80 years. The CRVSP tries to maximize the quantity and quality of high fluence data
for all types of materials in service while minimizing the burden on the utilities and
maintaining compliance with the regulatory requirements. The strategy includes deferring
withdrawal of selected capsules after regulatory approval, and withdrawing additional
capsules not required by the Technical Specification of the plant.
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3.6.6 Recommendations for RPV irradiation embrittlement surveillance
Guidelines for monitoring radiation embrittlement for LTO up to 60 or 80 years have been
developed with the aim to support specialists and managers, helping them to choose among
the most adequate techniques and methods available today when considering extending the
use of their current RPV surveillance programme beyond the design period, or when
implementing a new programme when possible. LONGLIFE Deliverables 7.5 “Guidelines for
Monitoring Radiation Embrittlement During Life Extension Periods” and 7.6 “Surveillance
Guidelines” give an detailed overview on these issues.
Design of new surveillance capsules
The manufacture of new surveillance capsules is always required, whatever the chosen type
of surveillance program will be, unless there exists sufficient data from the original
surveillance program for the specific RPV. The essential recommendations in design of new
surveillance capsules are:
• Concept describing the required number of irradiation sets, scope of specimens,
withdrawal regime, data assessment, etc..
• Include in the new surveillance capsules materials from the traditional beltline and, if
applicable and available, from the extended beltline region.
• The surveillance test materials shall include, at minimum, the limiting base metal
heat and the limiting weld. For the purpose of determining the limiting materials,
predict the adjusted reference transition temperatures for the RPV materials
concerned up to the peak fluence of life extension. There is no necessity to include
the heat-affected zone material in the surveillance programme.
• In addition to Charpy and tensile specimens, if enough space is available in the
surveillance capsules, include fracture toughness specimens (for instance, for postirradiation testing according to the Master Curve approach). To increase flexibility for
the future testing, the Charpy-sized specimens could be without a notch.
• Include appropriate neutron dosimetry and temperature monitors.
• Ensure that the requirements for evaluation of the surveillance capsule are met.
• ASTM E185 - 10 “Standard Practice for Design of Surveillance Programs for LightWater Moderated Nuclear Power Reactor Vessels” does not provide specific
procedures for monitoring the radiation induced changes in properties beyond the
design life, but the procedure described may provide guidance for developing such a
surveillance programme.
• Support embrittlement trend curve development at high fluence.
• Maintain compliance with existing regulations and guidance (e.g. GALL report).
Basic design and withdrawal scheme for LTO surveillance programs
It is strongly recommended that surveillance data for experimental verification are available
in advance during the whole operation time. A recommended withdrawal scheme for
remaining surveillance capsules is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: Recommended withdrawal schedule for life extension

Sequence

Target Fluence

Notes

First

EOL, vessel inside surface

Mandatory capsule

Second

EEOL, vessel inside surface

Mandatory capsule

Third

Between EOL and EEOL, e.g. 50 years, vessel
inside surface

Optional capsule

Fourth

1.5 EEOL, vessel inside surface, e.g. 90 years

Optional capsule

EOL: Original End of Life
EEOL: Extended End of Life

Frequently Asked Questions
Beside the general approach and the conceptual design of RPV irradiation surveillance for
LTO a number of practical issues may arise in terms of technical realisation, handling of
unexpected higher irradiation embrittlement, interpretation of results and others.
Therefore, a number of possible frequently asked questions (FAQ) have been compiled
together with LONGLIFE recommendations that can be considered with respect to the
practical application in surveillance programs.
Use of scraping samples from cladding for neutron dosimetry
A further method to monitor the neutron fluence is the analysis of scraping samples
removed from the RPV cladding. The theoretical calculated neutron fluence values of the
RPV, as well as those of the previous irradiation sets, can be verified by means of evaluation
of the Fe and Nb activated inside the cladding by neutrons. Particularly in the context of long
term operation this method provides reliable results, since there is no embrittlement of pure
Nb at long irradiation times. Scraping sample dosimetry is an appropriate alternative if no
reliable results from in- or ex-vessel dosimeters are available.
Treatment of unexpected results in irradiation induced material properties
Unexpected results in irradiation induced material properties may occur from testing
irradiation surveillance sets under LTO conditions. This is of particular importance if the
measured T41 and T0 data, respectively are essentially higher than predicted by trend curves.
Relevant examples are the ANP-2 material behaviour reported in LONGLIFE and some results
from surveillance programmes published recently. In this case following reasons come into
consideration and is has to be checked which of them might be appropriate for a plausible
explanation:
• Scattering of data, e.g. uncertainty due to the inherent scatter of test results.
• Occurrence of late irradiation effects, e.g. by irradiation effects accelerating lately
(but no new feature) or by late blooming phases. So-called late blooming phases
which may occur at high fluences and are assumed to be promoted by high nickel
and manganese contents and low copper content, and low temperature.
• Uncertainty caused by different locations of surveillance specimens removed from
the materials blocks since some material inhomogeneities and a certain range in
chemical composition are inherent in these material blocks. Therefore, the initial
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material properties from the specimens used for baseline testing might be different
from those used in the surveillance capsules.
Application of trend curves
Following conclusions can be drawn by the application of trend curves to LONGLIFE
materials:
• Significant uncertainty may occur at application of prediction formulas for irradiation
embrittlement (∆T41). However, there is mostly at least one trend curve which is able
to predict the measured data with sufficient reliability.
• The challenge is to find the appropriate trend curve considering the validity criteria.
Microstructural analysis techniques
In addition to a surveillance programme, microstructural investigations can support the
monitoring of irradiation effects in RPV steels. The most important techniques and their
application fields in section I.3.2.

3.7 WP8: Cooperation with Russia
The work of WP8 provided input for WP4 and WP5. It was WP8 divided into following topics:
• Comparison of Master Curve and Unified Curve for prediction of KJC(T) curve for
irradiated RPV material on available databases
• Construction of the design fracture toughness curve on the basis of surveillance
specimens
• Justification of applicability of PCC specimens with deep side grooves for adequate
predictions of parameters of MC and UC for irradiated materials
• Construction of the trend curve ∆Ttr(F,T) for prediction of the embrittlement due to
neutron irradiation and (or) thermal ageing for Russian steels
The Russian partners took active part SOTERIA training course and in the Final Workshop of
the LONGLIFE project. The following presentations were given at the SOTERIA training
course:
• V. Shvetsova (CRISM Prometey: )RPV Integrity assessment: FROM RADIATION
DEFECTS AND FRACTURE CRITERION TO ENGINEERING METHODS
• B.Z. Margolin: MECHANISMS OF MATERIAL DEGRADATION AND METHODS FOR
STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT FOR WER INTERNALS
The following presentations were given at the Final workshop:
•

B.Z. Margolin, E.V. Yurchenko, A.M. Morozov, N.E. Pirogova, M. Brumovsky: ANALYSIS
OF NEUTRON FLUX EFFECT AS APPLIED TO RADIATION EMBRITTLEMENT OF REACTOR
PRESSURE VESSEL MATERIALS OF WWER

• B.Z. Margolin, V.А. Nikolaev, V.N. Fomenko, L.N. Raydkov: MODIFICATION OF
PRECRACKED CHARPY SPECIMENS FOR SURVEILLANCE SPECIMENS PROGRAM
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The final report delivered by PROMETEY has the following structure:
INTRODUCTION
1. Construction of the trend curve ΔTtr(F, T) for prediction of the embrittlement due
to neutron irradiation and thermal aging for Russian steels
2. Analysis of the neutron flux effect for WWER RPV materials in light of
embrittlement mechanisms
3. Comparison of the Master curve and Unified curve methods for prediction of
fracture toughness curve for irradiated RPV materials
4. Analysis of applicability of PCC specimens with deep side grooves for prediction of
fracture toughness curve
5. Construction of fracture toughness curve for WWER RPV integrity assessment on
the basis of the test results of surveillance specimens
CONCLUSION
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4

Potential impact and dissemination

4.1 Impact
Acceptance: The development of the proposed LTO guidelines will demonstrate the effort of
the European industry to exploit the carbon-free nuclear energy with the highest possible
safety standards. The enhancement of nuclear energy is a contribution to decrease the
global warming.
Expansion of knowledge: In the past, huge experimental and theoretical efforts were carried
out to characterize, understand and model irradiation effects in materials. Thanks to the FP6
PERFECT, many of these efforts have been capitalized within numerical tools. The
PERFORM60 project is continuing this task within FP7. The LONGLIFE project will
complement these efforts by gaining additional knowledge focussed on LTO effects in RPV
steels, and by making this knowledge applicable within the ageing management.
Harmonization of the European Research: LONGLIFE brings together 16 research centres,
companies, and academic laboratories working in the field irradiation embrittlement of
materials. LONGLIFE will strengthen the links between these partners. Via the coordination
agreement, Russian research a team is also included. Thus LONGLIFE is a bridge between
“Eastern” and “Western” countries.

4.2 Dissemination
The international training course SOTERIA (International training symposium on irradiation
effects in structural materials for nuclear reactors) was held in Seville, Spain, from
September 17 to 21, 2012. It was jointly organised with PERFORM60. The training
symposium hosted 122 participants. The training programme covered five days, equally
distributed among two sections: RPV and internals. It comprised seven sessions, each
composed of several lectures, as well as two interactive sessions.
The LONGLIFE Final Workshop on “RPV steel embrittlement under long term operation
conditions” was held in Dresden in January 2014. A double objective was pursued: to
present and discuss the results of the LONGLIFE project and to identify research needs
beyond LONGLIFE.
The LONGLIFE website was developed and uploaded. It has been available the since month 6
of the project. The website comprises a public area and an area restricted to the consortium.
From the public area the website user can access the Bulletin, consult the new symposium
webpage and navigate through the useful links.
Within the students and early career programme 21 grant were awarded.
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